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ELECTRICAL CONSTANTS OF STEEL CABLES.
- INTRODUCTION -
For a number of years, it has been recognized that compound
wires would have a variety of uses in the electrical industry.
At very high voltages, surprisingly enormous amounts of
power may be transmitted over extremely small conductors.
The actual value of the metal - usually copper - used for
transmission, would in such cases, be very small when considered
from the standpoint of electrical conductivity alone, but when it
becomes necessary to construct transmission lines several miles
in extent that must withstand all conditions of weather and at-
mospheric temperature, then the question of tensile strength is
not fulfilled for transmission service by a homogeneous wire of
any known material, Cppper is the standard metal, commercially
for high conductivity; but in small 3izes it lacks tensile strength
to withstand the stresses encountered in overhead spans.
Iron and steel on the other hand are superior from the stand-
point of strength, but deficient in conductivity.
- SCOPE OF THE THESIS. -
It is the purpose of this work to investigate by experi-
mental methods, certain electrical properties possessed by steel
wire cables when used for power transmission . All electrical
circuits possess in varying degrees the two general properties
of resistance and inductance. The property of capacity, which
depends on the external dimensions of the conductor and its spac-
ing from other conductors, will not be considered because it is
independent of the material and the internal structure of the
conductor. The properties of resistance and inductance there-
•e form the subject under discussion.

H THEORY.
The true or ohmic resistance depends upon the form, sub-
stance and temperature of the conductor. The true inductance
of any circuit, however, can be regarded as the sun of two factors -
one representing the inductance of the circuit external to the
conductor, the magnitude of which depends upon the spacing of
the conductor (Electrical Properties of Compound Wire. Prank P.
Fowls,) from its mate on return conductor, and the other factor
representing the inductance of the conductor itself, the magni-
tude of which depends upon the form and substance of the conduc-
tor.
The destinctive features of compound wires are therefore
resistance (or conductance) and internal inductance when contin-
uous currents are considered. Por such currents the apparent
or equivalent resistance i3 identical with the true or ohmic- re-
sistance. For alternating currents of high frequency, the appar-
ent resistance exceeds the ohmic resistance in increasing degree
for greater frequencies. This phenomenon is known as "skin effect
which arises from the fact that all elements of current in the wire
do not encounter equal inductance. The current element at the
axis of the wire meets the maximum inductance while a surface ele-
ment meets a minimum and the intermediate values of inductance
range between these limits according to the radical distance of
the current element from the axis, and as will be seen later, also
upon the magnetic permeability of the wire. In other words, with
^^ alternating current, there is an apparent increase in the
conductivity of the outer part of the conductor over the conduc-
tivity of the central part, consequently greater current flows thru*
the outer portions and an appreciable time is required for current
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to distribute itself uniformly over the entire area. The effect
becomes more and more aoparent with increase of frequency and with
on /y
increase of cross sectional area and under these conditions, the T>.C.
A
measurement of resistance gives ^he true or ohmic value.
In the case of alternating current the current distribution
is not uniform and the resistance, which is then called effective,
i3 higher than the true resistance. Other things being the same
ft v
the skin effect is much greater for sub stances magnetic than for
non magnetic substances
EDDY CURRENTS IN A CONDUCTOR.
When rapid reversals of current take place
?
the resulting
alternating magnetic field as it cuts across the conductor tends
to 8€>t up an electro motive force between different parts of the
conductor. This difference of potential gives rise to local or
eddy currents which flow in small whirls thru* the material of the
conductor Itself and in paths concentric with its axis. *n prac-
tice this phenomenon is observed mainly with currents of extremely
high frequencies and in very large conductors. In power distri-
bution circuits, excessive eddy currents are avoided by keeping
the frequency sufficiently low, or by having the shape of the con-
ductor such that unequal current distribution does not take place
as by the use of stranded cables.
The ordinary value of the self inductance of the cables is
based on the assumption of a uniform distribution of current in
the conductor. Any disturbance of the uniform distribution on
account of eddy currents in the conductor will reduce the value
of the self inductance by a small amount depending upon the specif-
ic resistance of the conductor. Thus conductors made of substance
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having high value of specific resistance are less suaceptable to
eddy currents than those having low value of specific resistance.
REACTANCE , *
|
Let A and B be the cross
section of a transmission line
in which a current, I, flows.
This current establishes a mag-
netic field arpund the axis of
the conductor. Part of this field
is inside the conductor itself and
the rest of the field is external to the
conductor.
Consideration of Flux Inside Conductor.
Let a differential section be taken as dx^. The flux per
unit length of line within this section is due to the current with-
in the section. This inner current is,
r/
The m.ra. f. per unit length around the zone is,
v
'
2
1 X, I
•2/rr a
The magnetic field intensity H is A7T (m. m. f.).
Or since B = u H, if the conductor is of a magnetic substance
and vre consider its permeability, u, then
B =
The flux *b sB = P'X ' T„u dx
* Reference. Electrical Energy by E. J. Berg,
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The e. m. f . corresponding to this flux - K x flux -
mJ\ X g *' **< X = K * u x4"
x
s
The factor. ' is introduced so that X will he a function
r
2
of the total current' rather than f he current inside the zone of dx,.
(Electrical Energy by E. J. Berg,)
The equivalent flux corresponding to this e« m. f. is
K u-§— u I
K 2
FluxThe equivalent inductance is
Current
u I u
i
Which is the value of the co efficient for the flux included
inside the wire.
Consideration of Flux Outside Conductor*
The general method is the same as for the inside flux*
The m. m. f . per unit length i a » 1
The magnetic field intensity H = 4 ff (m. ra. f
.)
I 21
» * ^Trrx =—
Here the permeability being for air is unity.
The flux is, r -
= / * dx = 2 I (log (D - r) - lo« r)
D-r
= 21 log^ ——
The total flux is the sum of inside and outside flux,
0=1(2 log D-i
The inductance is expressed in c. g. 3. units.
_D-r u
6
L is here expressed in c. s. units for cm length.
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To convert to practical units, divide L by 10 to give henrys
and multiply hy cm » per mile.
Transformed to practical units and expressing L in railhenrys
per mile of conductor and neglecting r in comparison with D
Discussion of the Formula as applied to magnetic and non-
magnetic substance.
It is seen then that this formula as applied to either cop-
(u)
per or iron conductors will depend upon the permeability of the
material* xn the case of copper, the permeability is unity, but
in the case of iron or steel u will be in the neighborhood of 200
to 300 for small current* With increasing ctirrents u will also
increase up to as high as 1000 for every large w^t, ic'urrcnts.
For all practical purposes and under most ordinary conditions
it may be regarded as constant, altho* this is not absolutely a
correct assumption because the lower part of the saturation curve
is not exactly a straigth line.
In case of copper the permeability is always unity> hence the
co effcient of self induction remains a constant for ail values of
current and therefore also the r^ictance = 2 rrf L i3 constant at
all currents for any pacticular frequency and diameter of wire.
This is not the case with steel or iron where the permeabiltt
changes with change of current.
Where small currents are being used the flux is also compar-
atively small, and the iron is then being worked on the low part
of its saturation curve. Under these conditions increase of
current gives proportional increase of flux with corresponding
slight increase of permeability. The flux inside the wire is there-
2
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by increased which results in increase of the co efficient of In-
duction. Therefore, as is shown by the following experimental
results, the reactance increases with the current flowing.
EFFECTIVE RESISTANCE,
The effective resistance of copper cables at all values of
current is as previously explained, larger than the ohmic resistance
by a certain definite amount. For steel cables however, there is
an ever increasing difference between the effective and the ohmic
resistance as the current is increases.
Let R dc. a ohmic resistance
R ac =s effective n
Then Rac ^ i x U
22V? 1 u4 t * f*
from which it may be seen that for non-magne';ic substances where u
is unity, the effective resistance is always equal to same con-
stant times ohrads resistance for the same value of frequency.
Increase of u on the other hand causes this constant to in-
crease with the current giving greater and greater difference be-
tween Rac and R dc^are practically the same for small wire at the
frequencies ordinarily used, while on the other hand,, the frequency
or the diameter of the conductor may be so great that no current
at all will flow at the center and in case of extremely high fre-
quency, the current will all tend to remain near the surface of
the conductor. *( Alternating current by D. C. & J. p. Jackson,)
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Regarding the limits to which, for steel conductors, the
value of effective resistance and reactance will continue to in-
crease - thi3 depends upon the saturation curve of the material.
For low values of current, the effect i3 most marked, but
when the magnetization has continued beyond the knee of the curve,
then considerable increase of current produces but little increase
of flux and the value of premeability approaches unity which is
the condition for non-magnetic substance.
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0.1 ohm Tfes/sTa/tee,
I— 1
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111 - EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF CONSTANTS.
Diagram of Connections.
The main circuit consist ed of the primary of a series trans-
former, an ammeter, the line of cable to be tested and the standard
non inductive 0.1 ohm resistance placed all in series. Voltage
was impressed upon this line from an alternator giving practically
a sine rave of electro motive force.
The Wra consisted of a dynamometer having its current coil,
I, connected to the secondary of the transformer and its voltage
coil E, connected across the center of the double pole switch S.
The V111 consisted of a dynamometer having both its pressure
coils connected in parallel across the center of the double pole
switch S.
When the switch S, is in the position S,
,
both the V10 and
the Wm are acted upon by the fall of potential across the line of
cable and when in the position S^, by the drop across the standard
m
non inductive 0.1 ohm resistance* By this arrangement the V and
Wm may be used to measure resp. the independence (Z) and the effec-
tive resistance (R) of the cable under test.
In the following the subscripts refer to the position in
which the switch (S) is thrown.
Since I, = T2
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out 11*0111 ine tneory oi r,.ne ayiiamomeuor, tne deflections are
proportioned to the sauares of the currents and therefore, also to
the squares of the voltages.
, K E
11
^'
Conseouently —<!k = tt—rrz = "-gSr
d^ ^ K2 ^
Cliiha^ i lilt intr ( ' — (
—
ur Lz y d2
which proves that the V111 dynamometer may be used to measure i ro-
pedance in an A C.< circuit.
Also, f
The deflection of the Wm is a function of the voltage
and current impressed,
or I, E, cds 9 = Kd /
Ig E2cas = Kdg
I. E*ras 9 = I^r
But 2 R
To En„. a e = Ip 2
R ft Rq~4w/ "2 ap
which proves that the W™ dynamometor may be used to measure effec-
tive resistance in an A. C. circuit.
--METHOD OF TAKING READINGS.
-
a) The switch S was thrown in the position S, (that is across
the line of cable) and the current thru' the main circuit adjusted
to some fixed value, headings were then taken of both 7m and Wm .
b ) The switch S was thrown in the position S2 (that is across
the standard 0.1 ohm resistance) and the current of the main cir-
cuit adjusted to exactly the same value as in (a) . The Vra and W10
were then read as before.
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It is important to have exactly the same values of current
in taking both the (a) and (J?) readings aa a slight difference
causes a considerable error in the dynamometer readings.
Sample calculations for #1 cable at 10 ampere, 25 cycles.
Switch S, in position S,
V® reads 200.0 Wm reads 170.0
Switch S, in position Sg
Vra reads 58.0 reads 93.0
Impedance of cable - Z^sJ^'
22
= .1857
Effective resistance of cable = R
w 2?
6
-01 -J^- -- * .1826
93.0
The Vra and Wm constants for this set of readings are 1.185
and 1.180 respectively.
Corrected impedance =.1857 X 1.185 - .2200
Corrected effective resistance =.1826 X 1.180 .2155
The temperature at which the reading was taken was 50 P .
.
a temperature correction of 20 degrees must be added to both Z and
R to reduce them to equivalent values at 70 P.
.2200 X .00257 X 20 = .0113 to be added to Z
.2155 X .00257 X 20 = .0111 " " " " R
Z and R corrected are .2313 and .2266 respectively which is
for 60 ft. of cable = 20.35 and 19.95 ohms per mile of actual
conductor at 70° P.
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The values of reactance (X) were obtained graphically from
the smooth curve of impedance and effective resistance plotted
from the experimental data.
ZThus X = yz2 _ R2
R



#1 Cable d = 0.50 cm.
25 cycleB.
-15-
d = 0.50 cm.
Feb 17-
T.50 F.
11
Current 6 10 15 25 30
V 72.0
21.5
200.0
58.0
312.0
90.0
284.0
82.0
cOiJ • U
73.5
ooo • (;
63.5
220.0
52,5
60.0
**** o
170.0
1 i u . u
297.0
1DU . O
314.0
170.0
378.0
cUO . u
337.0
JLO X . \J
339.0
173.0
•7L loo • l • 1 ODD .1865 1 0*711• In /D .1930 . 2050
R » J. QUO • 1 DO f . 1 850 . LoOU .1960
» cl fU .2210 9PQA .2430
1
Rxl.180 .2125 .2155 .2190 .2180 .2190 .2195 .2310
Z .0112 .0113 .0114 .0114 .0115 .0118 .0225
R .0109 .0111 .112 .0112 0112 .0113 .0119
Z ,22R2 .2313 .2324 .2324 ,2340 .2408 2655
R
.2234 .2266 .2302 .2292 .23C2 .2308 .2429
Z
.20.10 .20.35 .20.45 .20.45 .20.60 21.20 23.35
R 19.65 19.95 20.20 20.15 20.20 20.30 21.40



#1 Cable d
60 cycles.
- 0.50
-16-
cm.
Feb 11-11
Tem. 36 F.
Curren 10 15 PO P5 30 35
yd r"3.o
49.5
187.0
52.0
165.0
43.0
264.5
67.0
229.0
53.0
325.0
76.0
wm 137.5
75.0
107.0
57.0
203.0
105.0
325.0
167.0
345.0
171.0
240.0'
115.0
Z .1870 .1900 .1960 .1985 .2070 .2100
R .1835 .1870 .1930 .1950 .2020 .2080
Zxl.19 .2235 .2270 .2340 .2375 . 2485 .2510
Rxl. 1° .2180 .2285 .2300 .2300 .2405 ,2408
z .0196 .0198 .0204 .0208 .0216 .0220
R .0191 .0194 .0202 .0203 .0210 ,0219
Z .2430 .2468 .2544 .2582 .2692 .2730
R .2371 .2419 .2502 .2523 .2615 .2628
Z 21.40 21.70 22.40 22.80 23.65 24.00
R 20.85 21.30 22.00 22.20 2 r .00 23.0

TV
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#1 Cable d = . 50 cm »
Feb 10-11
1 em . 1 8 F
.
120 cycles.
Current 10 15 20 25 30
V 141 .0
34.0
315.0
76.0
395.0
94.0
333.0
73.0
368.0
73.0
Wm 69.0
35 .0
163.0
82.5
207,0
103.0
337.0
166.0
387.0
178 .6
z • J04.0 ,2040. .2050 .2140 .2230
R .1970 1980 .2010 .2030 .2160
Sxl.206 .2460 .2460 .2470 .2580 .2680
Rx 1.200 .2365 .2375 .2410 A A f\.2440
mm « m^
.2590
Z .0330 .0330 .0332 /V mm Jk f% f\.03460 .0359
R .2682 .2693: .2733 .2767 .2937
Z 24.50 24.50 24.60 25 • 75 26.65
R 23.55 23.65 24.00 24.000 25.80
1


F~
~
1
i
~~~
~~\
:T [" ' "] ' !• I : j | T—T ;[;;
euoeMe oieTxoe
#2 Cable
25 cycles. d = 0.86
18-
cm.
Feb 25-
Tem
11
47 F.
Current 6 10 15 20 24 32 40 45
12.5
24 .
5
34.5
66.0
80.0
149.5
141.0
258.0
203.0
370.0
197.0
335.0
145.0
243.0
247 .0
375.0
15.5
22.0
45.0
63.0
106.0
146.0
191.0
262.0
277.0
381 .0
251.0
333.0
291.5
379 .0
251.0
315 .0
Z .0715 .0723 .0734 .0740 .0741 .0766 .0774 0810
H 0705 .0715 .0726 .0730 .0726 .0755 .0770 .0799
Zxl.08 .0772 .0780 .0792 .0800 .0800 .0826 .0835 .0074
Rxl.06 .0748 .0758 .0770 .0774 .0770 .0800 .0846
Z .0046 .0046 .0047 .0047 .0047 .0049 . 0049 .0052
R .0044 .0045 .0046 .0046 .0046 .0047 .0048 .0050
Z .0818 .0826 .0838 .0847 .0847 .0875 .0884 .0926
R .0792 .0803 .0816 .0820 .0816 .0847 ,0864 .C896
L if Oft7 • 7.26 7,37 7.45 7.45 7 .70 7 .77 ft 15
R 6.96 7.06 7.19 7.21 7.19 7.45 7.60 7.90


/20 2J" 3(3 amta
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#2 Cable,
60 Cycle3.
d = 0.86 cm. Feb 24-11
Tem = 38 F.
Current 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 4^
v
m
51.0 114.0
119.0
198.5
189.0
303.5
197.0
303.0
190.0
276.0
235.5
320.0
197.5
250.0
257*5
310.0
49.0
p>9> o
114.0 210.0
284 -0
275.5
368.0
205.0
272.0
293.5
375.0
224.5
284.0
295.0
361.5
230.0
276.5
7 Q74.P 0774 ,0790 .0806 .0830 .0857 .0890 .0910
Da 07P1 07P0 .0740 .0750 .0755 .0782 .0790 .0816 .0830
7-1 r\?n OR! 4. 0RP1 .0853 .0870 .0896 .0925 .0961 .0982
1 Xl»UoU .0772 .0771 .0791 .0803 .0809 .0836 .0845 .0874 .0889
.0067 .0068 .0069 .0070 .0072 .0074 .0076 ,0078 .0081
A .0064 .0063 .0065 .0066 .0067 .0067 .0069 ,0070 .0072
7
.0881 .0889. .0904 .0923 .0942 .0970 .1001 .1039 .1063
R .0836 .0834 .0856 .0869 .0876 .0905 .0915 .0946 .0962
7 7.76 7.82 7.95 8.13 8.29 8.54 8.80 9.14 9.38
R 7.35 7.34
i
7.54 7.64 7.71 7.96 8.05 8.32 8.38
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#2 Cabl
120 Cycle
e
3
d 0.86 cm.
March 3-11
Tem 27 P
/Urrouii JL \J 15 20 25 30 35 40
V <c<o»o
33.0
54.5
Oft . O
QH 5
133.0
1 56-0
208.0
230.0
P93-0
333.0
400.0
355.0
406.0
26.0
GO . u
59.0
•7Q n
107.0
1 4.P 5
170.0
PPfi
249.0 325.0
443.0
330.0
411.0
Li • U o o~t • UoftO . uooo 0885 .0911 .0935
R • U ( tid Ci^A R <T75"* -0793 ,0803
• uyuu riQI »X nop? OQ^5 .0955 .0985 .1010
*xl.08 .0780 .0812 .0813 -0857 .0867
Z .0090 « Ull X .0102 .0103. 0109 .0110
R .0086 • uuoy .0090 .0090 0091 -0095 .0096
Z .0990 .1029 .1038 1 OfiO -1094 .1120
R .0866 .0895 .0902 .0903 .0917 .0951 .0963
Z 8.71 q no 9.05 9.12 Q 3P 9-63 9.85
K
•
7.86 7 95 8.07 8.38 8.47

\
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#3 Cable
25 Cycles*
d 0.92 cm. March 11-
Tem -
11
62 F.
uurronL 10. 15 25 30 35 40 45 50
v
m 19.5
53.5
48.0
123.0
85.0
212.0
4
123. 5
301.0
137 . 5
319.0
139 .0
298.0
129 .0
267.0
178.0
337.0
184.5
336. 5
31.0
58.5
75.0
127.0
135.0
227.5
198.0
329.0
214.0 149.0 202.0
1 o . u
197.5
297.0
251.0
368.
z .0603 .0612 .0633 .0640 r\ & c? vf.0657 .0683 • Uoyo .0726 .0740
R .0530 .0590 .0594 ,0602 .0614 .0620 • 0641 .0665 .0681
;xl.075 .0649 0657 0680 ,0689 • 0705 .0735 • U74f .0780 .0796
txl.070 .0567 0631 .0635 .0642 .0657 .0664 .0685 .0711 .0720
Z .0013 .0013 .0014 .0014 .0014 .0015 .0015 .0016 .0016
R .0011 .0013 .0013 .0013 .0012 •0012 .0014 • 0013 .0014
Z .0662 .0670 .0694 0703 ,0719 .0750 .0762 • 0796 .0812
pmm .0578 .0644 .0648 0655 .0669 .0776 .0698 .0724 .0743
Z 5.82 5.90 6.10 6.18 6.31 6.60 6.70 7 .00 7 ,15
R 5.08 5.66 5.70 5.76 5.89 5.95 6.14 6.36 6.52

\—
11
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#3 Cable
60 Cycle
d a 0.92 cm. March
Tern
10-11
38 P
Current 10 15 20 25: 30 35 40 45 50
V i a. o
19.0 88.0
6^
155.0
99 .0V-.'
239.5
159.5
352 .5
162.0
342 .0
155.0
300 .5
196.5
351.5
200.0
339.5
vT 38.5 91.0
1 58.0
168.0
284.0
221.5
37 1.0
199.0
•^23.0
234.0
373.0
207.0
320 .0
239.8
355.0
256.0
375.5
7 OfiOO 061 7 .0637 .0645 .0672 0689 .0719 .0735 .0769
BXI 0576 .0591 .0596 .0616 .0628 .0647 .0675 .0682
7>r1 OfiRMl • UUU 0fi7Q 0688 .0716 .0734 .0766 .0784 .0820
Rxl.060 .0609 .0611 .0626 .0632 .0653 .0665 .0685 .0715 .0723
Z .0053 .0054 .0056 .0057 .0059 .0660 .0063 .0064 .0067
R .0050 .0050 .0052 .0052 .0054 .0055 .0056 .0059 .0059
Z .0693 .0711 .0735 .0745 .0775 .0794 .0829 .0848 .0887
R .0659 .0661 .0678 .0684 .0707 .0720 .0741 .0774 .0782
Z .6.10 6.26 6.46 6.55 6.82 6.98 7.29 7.46 7.80
R 5.79 5.82 5.96 6.02 6.22 6.34 6.51 6.81 6.88

\
\
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#3 Cable d
1<!U oycies
= 0.50 cm. March 17-11
Current 5 10 15 25 30 35 40
ttIII
V
8.0
1 JL . O
28.0
23.5 123.0 178.0
306 .0
prr
415.0
358
546,0
m
W 38.5
OO • U
157.0
Ofi. R R<cOO . O
P32.0
•*qp o
132.0
PI 9-0
197.0
312.0
288.0
4P7
383.0
556 .0
L nAi o• UCl<i • UO'JrU 064P -0743 .0762 0786 .081 C
R ncni .0603 .0632 0675 .0690
• Uo«to -0677 -0804 ,0770 .0855
tael.050 .0621 .0622 .06P3 .0634 .0664 .0709 .0725
Z .0026 .0049 0049 .0054 ,0057 .0059 .0061
R .0045 .0045 . 004 5 . 0045 , 0047 .0051 .0053
Z .0692 .0723 07P5 .0825 .0862 .0890 .0917
R .0665 .0666 .0667 .0680 .0712 .0760 .0777
Z 6.10 6.36 6 *^8 7.26 7.58 7.84 8.07
R 5.85 5.86 5.88 6.07 6.26 6.69 6.84
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#4 Cable d = 1.28 cm.
March 24-11
Tern. 40 F
Jurrent 20. 25 30 35 40 50
v
m
V ^0-2
207. Q
47-5
332.0
38.0
248.5
40.0
248.0
53.5
321 .5
59.0
317.0
76.0
23 p
41.0
1 25 .0
65.0
189-5
45.0
130-0
59.5
170 .0
97.5
270.0
£j 0378 .0390 .0403 0408 .0430
0328 -0343 .0348 .0350 .0360
.206 L 0446 .0456 -0470 .0484 .0493 .0519
lxl.200 .0383 .0394 .0441 .0419 .0420 .0432
Z .0034 .0035 .0036 .0037 ,0038 ,0040
R .0030 ,0030 .0032 .0032 ,0032 .0033V> Vrf *i>
Z .0480 .0«91 .0506 .0521 .0531 .0559
R .0413 .0424 .0443 .0451 . 0452 ,0465
Z 4.22 4.32 4.45 4.59 4.67 4.91
R
i
3.63 3.73 3.90 3.96 3.99 4.09

.u^^l maX^y^V- .jilt' j
H
I
i
t;
;
i i j ilrj 1 1 1 it

i#4 Cable
60 Cycles
d = 1. S8 cm. March 25-
Tem 30
11
F
Current 15 20 25 30 35 40 48
V lO • O
114.0 197.5
45.0
ouo • u
47.5
^oo o
49.5
311 .0
38.5
130.0
53.0
318.0
40.5
i p** n1 O . \J
72.5
PP"2!OC u • w
115.0 116.0 95.0
2R5.5
58.0
173.0
85.5
255.0
rj
Zj . U o ( \) » \J out . -0399 .0409 .0410
R 1 U O'-O -0330 .0336 .0336
i.x 1 • ^;lo • U**D 1 . u*±oo 04R4- .0486 .0498 .0499
ixl.210 .0398 .0393 » v.' Of f .0409 .0399 .0406 .0406
Z .0046 .0046 . \j\j ct i .0048• \J \J Tv kJ .0050 .0050
R .0040 .0039 0040 0041 .0040 .0041 .0041
Z .0507 .0500 ORI 4 .0534 .0548 .0549
R .0438 .0432 .0439 .0450 .0439 .0447 .0447
Z 4.46 4.40 A RP 4. fiR 4.69 4.83 4.84
R 3.85 3.80 3.85 3.96 3.86 3.94 3.94
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1
#4 Cable d
20 Cycles
= 1.28 ora
.
April 1-11
Tern 38 P
torrent 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
vm 8.0
35.0
19.0
76.3
35.0
140.0
57.0
209.0
84.3
299.0
199.0
406.0
159.0
532.0
204.0
672.0
283.0
832.0
12.5
35.0
28.0
79.0
51.0
140.0
82.0
221.0
121.0
320.0
170.0
436.0
226.0
570.0
2G7.C
720.0
365.0
690.0
Z .0478 .0493 .0500 .0521 .0532 .0640 .0549 .0550 .0574
R .0358 .0361 .0362 .0372 .0379 .0390 .0397 .0400 .0410
Zxl.225 .0585 .0604 .0614 .0640 .0652 .0662 .0673 .0672 .0703
Rxl.220 .0436 .0440 .0444 .0454 .0462 .0476 .0484 .0488 .0500
Z .0048 .0050 .0051 .0053 .0054 .0055 .0055 .0056 .0058
R .0036 .0036 .0036 .0037 .0038 .0039 .0040 .0040 .0041
Z .0633 .0654 .0664 .0693 .0706 .0716 .0728 .0731 .0761
R .0472 .0486 .0480 .0491 .0500 .0515 .0524 .0528 .0541
Z 5.58 5.75 5.84 6.10 6.21 6.32 6.40 6.42 6.70
R 4.16 4.28 4.22 4.32 4.39 4.52 4.65 4.64 4.75
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DETERMINATION OF OHMIC RESISTANCE.
April 29-11
Tom 70# F
R per mile
Cable #1 70'
Diameter =0.50 cm,
19.30
I E R
4.25 .920 .2165
2 82 .616 ,2190
1.84 .403 .2190
1.26 .278 .2200
.2186
#2 Cable
Diameter = 0.86 cm. 4.55
3.50
3.45
1.80
.353
.277
.270
.142
.0775
.0790
.0781
.0785
.0784 6.90
#3 Cable
Diameter =0.92 4.70
3.24
2;?3
1.00
.288
.200
.139
.062
.0612
.0617
.0624
.0620,
.0618 5.44
#4 Cable
Diameter = 1.28 cm. 4.74 .171 .0361
3.49 .128 .0366
3.91 .140 .0358
2.60 .092 .0554
.0360 3.17
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DETERMINATION OF CONSTANTS
•
It is necessary to determine the constants for both Vm end Wm
on accoijnt of the error due to currents taken by these instruments
themselves. The constants were determined by the use of direct
current. The set up was the same as employed throughout the
other tests, excepting that the transformer was removed, the main
circuit now passing directly through^current coil of the W .
A.O. 60 Cycles was applied to the line and readings taken
with the switch S in the position S^ across the cable, and in the
position of S across the standard non inductive 0.1 ohm resistan ce
.
a,
and
ZA R determined by computation as before.
Direct current was then used instead of alternating current
and a similar set of readings taken, also a reading of true ohmic
resistance of the cable. From this data, constants were determin-
ed as shown in the sample calculation.

=2sF
DETERMINATION OF CONSTANTS
.
Cable #
Current
R
wm
Z
R
ohrnic
Vm
'dc
Z
R
Temperature
#3
20
84.0
195.0
129.0
199.0
.0656
.0648
.0618
97.0
244.0
101.0
160.5
.0630
.0629
.0644
.0636
70 F*
#2
20
89.5
130.0
124.5
153.5
.0830
.0811
.0800
113.0
170.0
90.5
116.0
.0815
.0780
.0815
.0802
70 F
Cable #3
R =
--r<W§~ X .0618
Z =
.0656
K
R
=
0630
0636
.0591
1.06
.995
X .0618
1.06
as 1.065
- .0636
.0644
R = -
Z a=
.0811
0780
.083.0
.0815
Cable #2
X .0800 = .0802
.0800 = .0815
K
K .0815
R=
"
.0774
.0802
Z =
a 1.05
- 1.08
0740
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TEMPERATURE CORRECTIONS.
Tti all cases it is necessary to reduce calculations of
impedance and effective resistance to equivalent values to some
particular temperature. The standard temperature adopted
throughout the work is 70° F. for which the value of temperature
co efficient for steel wire as given in the standard hand book
is Kt = .00257 or .257$ / degree F.
This means th^t for every degree of temperature above or
bilow 70°F.,a temperature correction of «257$ per degree must be
respectively added or subtracted from the value of resistance or
impedance obtained.
The reactance however, is not subject to changes on account
of temperature only in so far as the permeability might change,
which would be very slight.
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CALCULATIONS FOR COPPER CABLE.
The co efficient of inductance (L) in milhenrys per mile
of conductor is
L
—j^s ( 2 logQ +1/2)
Where D is the distance in cm. between centers of wire
d " " diameter " " of the cable.
Evaluating in case of the largest cable on 60 Cylces
L = lM (2 x 2.3 login -8x4^2^64^ . l/2
= 1.725
X -ZTT-f L = 27Tx 60 1.725
= .65 ohms
The calculations for the other cables at various frequencies
may be tabulated.
Cable #1
d 0.50cm.
Cable #2
d= 0.86 cm.
Cable #3
d= 0.92 cm.
Cable #4
d=1.28 cm.
L. X. L. • X. L. X. L. X
25 1.955 .307 1 . 850 .290 1.835 .288 1.725 .271
60 ft .736 t» .695 tt .691 n .650
120 ft 1.472 n 1.390 1.382 w 1.300
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IV DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.
The method employed in performing the teste, while it has
given an satisfactory results as the nature of the available
instruments would permit, is neverthe less, subject to a number of
errors. Consequently the experiments, while they lead to good
relative conclusions, should not be regarded as absolutely correct
pfrom a numerical standpoint. The available aparatus was hardly
suitable for such tests and it is recommended that a much more
reliable method would be by theuse of an alternating current
galvanometer.
The use of a transformer leads to errors on account of change
of wave form and the uncertainty of its constants, but in perform-
ing these test 8 an accurately cal ibrated standard series transfor-
mer was used so that errors due to its use may be regarded as neg-
ligable.
Among the sources of errors encountered may be mentioned
A - All errors due to the short lengths of cables obtainable
for the tests (namely 60 ft over which the I, R. drop very
small )^B - Heating of the standard O.lohra non inductive resistance
with heavy current thereby altering its resistance Bomewhat; C -
inaccuracy in reading the dynamometer deflections for small currelit
D - An unavoidable surging of the alternator furnishing the al-
ternating current, making it difficult to get consecutive readings
with absolutely the same current. Another source of error
effecting the value of absolute numerical results obtained was the
perfectly correct determination of the constants of the instruments
The dy^naraoraeter necessarily carries a very large current due to
111
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the low value of voltage drop across the line which leads to a
large error in the determination of the constant b of the instru-
ment. The use of an altern- ting current galvanometer would do
a^ay with this and several of the other sources of error.
Since in the case of all the cables, even the largest currents
used did not produce fluxes above the knee of the saturation curve,
it follows that the cables were being worked at points very much
below the saturation point of the steel and for which the permea-
bility was comparatively' low. Hence it is diffcult to see from
the curves plotted just which way they tend to bend. Had much
greater currents been used it would have been found that the per-
meability would have increased from a low k to a maximum value
and would have then decreased again. The effect on the curves
would then have been somewhat
as shown in the accompanying
figures in which the maximum
values of X and R would come
at the point of maximum per-
meability. The actual location of this
of
point is the point tangency of
the straight line O.M. and the
saturation curve o
BeyoAd this point X. R. would each decrease approaching
parallelism with the horizontal lines representing the values of
reactance and effective resistance in case of non magnectic sub-
stance such as copper where the permeability is unity.
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V CONCLUSIONS
•
As seen by the equations which have been developed and by the
experimental results, the reactance of iron cables is very much
greater than the reactance as calculated for copper cables and
the effective resistance is, in all cases, greater than the ohmic
reni stance
•
(-<• »
The remarkably large skin effect in case of iron is thus
shown and is due to the large magnectic permeability of iron.
The graphical results of the tests show that the reactance
increases with the frequency, with the diameter of the cable, and
with the current flowing through the cable. Likewise also, there
is increase of effective resistance and impedance in the same
order.
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